


Research + Product Testing Leads to NEW Z Series Innovations! Propane-powered, cushion tire, Z Series Forklifts- Built specifically to meet the needs of warehouses, distribution centers, 
and manufacturing facilities! Now with Kubota engines that comply with the latest EPA Tier 4 + EU Stage V regulations. The advanced EPA Tier 4 technology produces cleaner emissions 
and improved performance to exceed customers’ expectations.
Showcasing the latest advancements from Tailift, the user experience is better than ever. Improvements include LED efficient lighting, low-emission engines, and new transmissions. Tailift 
Z Series LPG Cushion Tire Forklifts, created for simple operation and easy maintenance, featuring a capable lifting capacity of 3,600-6,000 lbs.

Tailift Z Series LPG - Better Than Ever 

EASY AND SMOOTH TURNING 

CLEAR VIEW MAST

EASY MAINTENANCE

LCD Instrument Panel 
Large and easy to read, this instrument panel is 
in the optimal position for legibility. The display 
has multiple indicators to keep the operator 
informed on the forklift’s functions.

Hydraulic Control Levers

Small Steering Wheel Electric Gear Shifter

Updated Brake System

These ergonomic mechanical-hydraulic 
control levers help to increase productivity 
without overworking the operator’s arms. 
Levers are conveniently placed within arm’s 
reach, to the right of the steering column. 

Extended brake pedal, designed to reduce 
pedal resistance.

300mm (11.8 in) steering wheel, 
designed for easy operation and 
reduced operator arm and shoulder 
workload. 

Easy to reach and fast to change 
direction, shift gears easily.

Adjustable Steering Wheel Column

Easily tilted and adjusted to provide an ideal 
operating position and increased comfort! 

Long Operator Assist Grips 

Increased length of entry grip handle, for 
the convenience of forklift operators of 
any height. 

Rear Assist Grip with Horn Button
Rear grip handles are equipped with a 
horn button for easy access while 
traveling in reverse. NOW on all-new Z 
Series forklifts! 

Suspension Seat
Our improved seat design can be easily 
adjusted and prioritizes comfort! The seat 
easily moves forward and back with an 
adjustable backrest and retractable seat 
belt. Operation documents can be conve-
niently stored in the back compartment. 

Hidden Tilt Cylinder 
To reduce scraping, enlarge access space, and 
improve design, tilt cylinders are internally 
stored. 

Non-Slip Entry Step
Increased foot space and non-slip grip 
make it safer to get on and off the forklift.

LED Front and Rear Lights 
Integral overhead guard LED lights ensure visibility all around 
the forklift, making operation while backing up and squeezing 
through tight spaces easier. 

Combination Rear Lights 
These power-efficient and sleek new 
LED lights last longer and are 
brighter than our previous designs! 
Lights include reverse, brake lights, 
and directional indicators. 

Interlock Parking Brake
Interlocking safety protection switch 
technology: To ensure safety, buzzer 
will sound if the brake is not set when 
dismounting the forklift. 

Slotted Overhead Guard Open Rear Visibility

Lowered Lift CylinderHigh Visibility Mast

· Open hood space increased! Enlarged, 80-degree angle, maintenance 
space makes service more accessible than ever.

· LPG tank brackets, designed to make propane change-outs quick and easy.

· Integrated engine hood latches 
are durable and easily opened. 

· Compact fuse boxes for easy and 
quick inspections.

· Easy to change the air filter. 


